In the recent years, radar systems have developed rapidly. Among developing radar systems, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) is also located. GPR systems are used quite effectively in civilian life, military operations and commercial activities. This article contains one of the optimization works which is ensued in the antenna side which the most important part of GPR. In this way, a bow tie antenna will be designed, simulated and fabricated. The fabricated antenna results agree well with the simulation analysis.
INTRODUCTION
The system used to obtain information about an object which is behind a barrier, is the special type of Radar called Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR). With using the radar systems, it is possible to get information about location, distance and material type of objects. At first radio waves were used in radar systems, microwave and very High Infrared segments of electromagnetic spectrum are preferred to operate in modern world [1] . Through the agency of GPR applications, information about the buried objects and behavior of electromagnetic waves that cross along the obstacle could be analyzed [2] . Civil and military sections are the most popular areas for the GPR applications. In military area, it is commonly used for finding unexploded bombs, underground warehouses, bomb shelters, discovering enemy communication channels, secret rooms [3] . In civil life GPR is commonly applied for finding, buried pipes and undetected voids. Together with these, GPR is used to find people behind the rubble also [4] [5] [6] .
An antenna in the GPR systems is needed as a transmitter and receiver or both of them at the same time (monostatic Radar).
Transmitter antenna generate electromagnetic wave and this wave's scatter to object that buried under the soil or behind the wall.
Wave's speed is according to medium's permittivity. When the wave hits the object, some part of wave is reflected from that and receiver antenna catches this part of wave.
GPR system principle is shown in figure1. Table I shows the dimension optimization during the design process step by step. To every improvement works in the Table I it Specifically designed for this antenna will be able to obtain more detailed and reliable information about an object in the deep. It produced at less cost through downsizing in design work and offers easier use of the opportunity.
